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Trivia quiz guess the picture answers pack 12

Challenge yourself to guess the names of famous people, movies, TV characters, and brands. See how many you can recognise! Over 250 amazing icons with multiple levels of difficulty are waiting for you! Can you handle the challenge of guessing them all? Amazon India is back with the daily Amazon
Quiz where users can answer questions and stand a chance to win exciting prizes. The Amazon Quiz for May 27th, 2021 is live now, and the winner will be eligible to win Rs 15,000. Amazon quizzes focus on product trivia and provide the opportunity for customers to win exciting prizes. The prizes for
these quizzes range from free products (including mobile phones and other gadgets) and goodies to Amazon Pay balance. Check out the questions and answers for today’s Amazon quiz to bag the exciting prizes.Today’s Amazon Quiz Information Today’s Amazon Quiz Prize: Rs 15,000 Amazon Quiz
Date: May 27th, 2021 Amazon Quiz Time: 12 midnight –11:59 PM Winners List Declaration Date: To be announced Amazon quiz answers today - Prizes and odds of winningThe odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries that answer all the questions correctly. Eligible entries are the ones
that satisfy the eligibility criteria outlined in the mobile app and follow the steps outlined in the 'Details of the Contest and How to Enter' section. Do not forget to tweet about your participation in the Amazon Quiz using #QuizTimeMorningsWithAmazon.How to Play the Amazon Quiz? Step 1: This is an
Amazon App only offer, so we suggest you download & install the Amazon Android or iOS app from Google Play Store or Apple’s App Store. Step 2: Now open the Amazon App & Sign in into your Amazon Account (Create an account if you do not have an existing Amazon account) Step 3: How to go to
the Amazon Quiz? Go to the homepage and scroll down in the Amazon app > Offers > click on Amazon Quiz 8 AM to 12 PM. Another way to go to the Amazon Quiz page is by clicking on the Menu > Programs and Features > FunZone Step 4: Now just click the Amazon Quiz Banner & start the quiz by
tapping the “Start” Button Step 5: You have to answer the five questions correctly in the Daily Amazon Quiz in order to be eligible to win exciting prizes Step 6: After answering all of today’s Amazon Quiz questions correctly, you will then be eligible for the Amazon Quiz winners’ lucky draw Step 7: The
Amazon Quiz lucky draw winners are announced on the winners list declaration date Amazon quiz answers todayQ1: What Does ‘V’ Stand For In NEGVAC, A High Level Expert Committee Set Up By The Government Of India?Q2: Name The Farthest Gamma-Ray Emitting Active Galaxy Recently
Discovered By Indian Scientists? Answer: Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 Q3: According To A 2021 Report By Swiss Private Banker Julius Baer, Which Asian City Is The Most Expensive Place To Live In The World?Q4: Most Of These Animals Weigh Less Than The Tongue Of Which Animal?Q5: Identify The
Culivation Technique.IMAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK How many can you name? All you have to do is figure out which cartoon character it is. With over 200+ levels, this quiz will keep you guessing!     Take a Random Picture Quiz Taken Quiz 1,160,158 Guess the countries that have these flags. 1,130,279
World Map without 20 Random Countries 20 random countries have been removed from the map of the world! Can you identify them in 3 minutes? 647,588 All Country Flags of the World 196 countries. 196 flags. A quiz for masochists! 506,949 Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 445,230
Can you name these 20 different fruits based on a picture? 415,133 Guess the countries that have these flags. 377,500 Based on the shape, guess the country! 370,690 Random Countries on the World Map 20 random countries have been shaded on the world map. Can you name them all? 308,258
Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 301,694 All the flags of Europe. For each selected flag, name the country. 298,338 World Map with Random Merged Countries Ten random pairs of countries have been merged on the world map. Can you find them? 270,100 Guess the countries that
have these flags. 240,838 Landmarks Picture Quiz #1 Name the landmark based on its picture! 224,284 U.S. Presidents by Picture Based on the portrait, name the president. 215,092 Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 188,985 Based on the shape, guess the country! 187,523 Celebrity
Mugshots Quiz #1 Name the celebrities who appear in these mugshots. 181,816 Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 178,161 World Map without 12 Countries Oh no! Twelve countries have been removed from the World Map! Can you identify them all? 174,796 Can you identify these
brands based on their logos? 173,509 Musical Instruments by Picture #1 Can you identify these 20 musical instruments? 166,092 Can you identify these 20 different foods? 157,132 Name that Historical Figure #1 Can you identify the 20 historical figures pictured in this quiz? 149,202 All the flags of Asia.
For each selected flag, name the country. 144,196 College Sports Logos Quiz #1 The first logo has been scientifically proven to make Ohio State fans angry. 142,590 Animals by Close-up Image Can you identify these animals based on a zoomed-in image? 140,066 We give you the flag. You guess what
it's for. 139,206 Difficulty level: Hard. Based on the shape, guess the country! 137,361 Can you identify these car brands based on their logo? 135,605 NBA Basketball Team Logos Can you guess the NBA team that uses each of these logos? 132,072 New and improved! Based on the picture, name the
dog breed. 129,110 Name that Historical Figure #2 Based on the picture, name these 20 historical figures. 124,836 Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 120,929 Can you identify these former and current world leaders? 112,403 Celebrity Mugshots Quiz #3 Name the celebrities who
appear in these mugshots. 111,080 Random Sequential Countries on the World Map Can you name all 196 Countries of the World on a map, highlighted one at a time in a randomly generated order? 108,370 Name that Historical Figure #3 Based on the picture, name these 20 historical figures. 106,839
Should be very easy if you follow the NFL at all. 103,271 Difficulty level: Impossible. Based on the shape, guess the country! 101,617 Random U.S. States on a Map 15 random U.S. States have been shaded on a map. Can you name them all? 98,306 U.S. State Shapes Quiz #1 Based on the shape,
guess the US state! 94,612 Oscar Actors by Picture #1 Can you identify these Oscar-nominated actors? 93,162 World Map without 12 Countries #2 Find the missing countries on the map! 89,430 Landmarks Picture Quiz #2 Name the landmark based on its picture! 89,257 Guess the names of these
shapes and symbols 89,184 Based on the picture, name these totally random objects. 88,286 Flags of North and South America Quiz For each American country, name the flag. 87,974 Celebrity Mugshots Quiz #2 Name the celebrities who appear in these mugshots. 87,616 Guess the things that these
logos represent. 86,712 A nearly impossible challenge. Guess every country in the world based on its shape. 83,651 All the flags of Africa. For each selected flag, name the country. 82,786 Can you identify these international football clubs based on their logos? 82,298 Guess what is pictured in these
satellite images. 79,926 College Sports Logos Quiz #2 Based on the logo, name the college team. 78,651 Can you identify these brands based on their logos? 76,826 We give you 20 random country flags. Can you guess the countries? 73,208 World Map without 12 Countries #3 Find the missing
countries on the map! 72,988 Oscar Actresses by Picture #1 Can you identify these Oscar-nominated actresses? 71,904 Countries in Random Squares of the World Map Can you name any country whose territory appears within these 20 random squares on the world map? 71,633 U.S. Map with Random
Merged States Can you guess the six random pairs of states that have been merged on the map of the U.S.? 71,270 Random African Countries on a Map 15 random countries have been shaded on the map of Africa. Can you name them all? 69,947 Based on the pictures, name these 15 different types of
fish. 68,699 Countries in a Ring of the World Map Can you name all the countries that have territory within this donut shaped map? 68,694 Random European Countries on a Map 15 random countries have been shaded on the map of Europe. Can you name them all? 66,800 Difficulty level: hard. Can
you name these 16 flowers based on a picture? 66,544 Random Sequential European Countries on a Map Name every country of Europe, in sequence, in a randomly generated order. 66,411 Can you identify these mostly-American brands based on their logos? 65,704 Guess what is pictured in these
satellite images. 63,667 A quiz that any red-blooded American should ace! 62,348 Random Sequential U.S. States on a Map Name every U.S. State, in sequence, in a randomly generated order. 62,265 All the most recognizable countries are already used, so this one's pretty hard. 61,729 Art Works
Picture Quiz #1 Based on the picture, name the artist or the artwork. 61,570 Country Shapes in the World Map #1 Twenty countries have been colored black in the world map. Can you name them? 60,232 Name that Historical Figure #4 Based on the picture, name these 20 historical figures. 60,081 Fill in
the map of Europe by correctly guessing the flag corresponding to each highlighted country. 56,876 U.S. State Shapes Quiz #2 Based on the shape, guess the U.S. state! 55,393 There are 14 countries in Oceania. Can you correctly guess their flags? 55,293 Country Shapes in the World Map #2 Twenty
countries have been colored black in the world map. Can you name them? 55,250 Can you identify these islands based on their shape? 54,755 Art Works Picture Quiz #2 Based on the picture, name the artist or the artwork. 54,750 Countries by Satellite Image #1 Guess the countries that are pictured in
these satellite images. 54,710 Difficulty level: hard. Guess what is pictured in these satellite images. 53,800 Random European Flag to Country In this quiz the answers change every time you play! Can you guess the correct European Country for the flag shown? 53,353 Country Shapes in the World Map
#4 Twenty countries have been colored black in the world map. Can you name them? 52,742 Every European Country Shape Guess every country in Europe based on its shape. 52,646 Random Countries on the Borderless World Map Name the random countries represented by a dot on the world map.
51,878 Name the countries of Europe whose flags contain a cross. 51,468 Europe Map with Random Merged Countries Can you guess the six random pairs of countries that have been merged on the map of Europe? 51,239 Three Band Flags of Europe Name the countries of Europe whose flags consists
of only three vertical or horizontal stripes. 50,340 Flags of Countries with more than 100 Million People For each selected flag, name the country that has a population of at least 100 million people. 49,726 Guess the names of these shapes and symbols 49,390 Random Asian Countries on a Map 15
random countries have been shaded on the map of Asia. Can you name them all? 48,142 Name the countries of the world that have a crescent on their flag. 47,385 Guess what is pictured in these satellite images. 47,226 Twenty countries have been merged. Use the map to guess which ones they are.
46,817 Country Shapes in the World Map #3 Twenty countries have been colored black in the world map. Can you name them? 46,745 Can you identify these airlines based on their logos? 45,991 Countries that Start with I - Shape Quiz Try to name the countries that start with letter I based on their
shapes. 45,453 Country Picture Puzzle Game #1 Answer the questions to reveal pieces of a hidden country. 44,782 Flag Coloring Book Puzzle #1 Select the color that would correctly fill the selected regions on these four flags.
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